Dodge ram 2500 forums

It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy,
Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in.
Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. January The Pre-'02 Rams are pounds heavier
than chevy and ford. That has a lot to do with the power you "feel". Weight yes has something
to do with it. But Lbs will not effect the performance of an engine with no load in the back and
only 1 driver. Granted the 5. Even in My new Rado with the 4. The power is less compared to the
base V8's from Chevy and Ford, and yes even the Toyot Tundra feels like it has more power
compare to it. The power of the 5. And the tourque can just get increased wih that. They should
have redesigned the engine to produce more then GM or Ford for the '02 models There would
be no reason to tweak an old engine that was originally slated for extixtion this year but was
delayed until next year. The 5. I've driven the 5. I disagree with your assesment of power in
these as do the magazines. It wasn't that bad, but there are better engines coming out now.
Peak torque and HP are not the same as useable numbers. In repeated day to day use, if the
engine makes a big fuss producing the power you will tend not to use it, preferring to take it
easy on the throttle. Pros: Reliable. I never hear of Ram engine problems, just transmissions
and brakes, mostly. Good torque Cons: Noisy for the power output A little rough Poor Gas
mileage 13 mpg empty Mediocre transmission robs some of the power, I suspect. I never
noticed the deficits of this engine until I drove a Toyota Tundra with its more turbine-like V So if
you don't mind it, enjoy it. I'm looking at Rams reg cab now as a 2nd vehicle. I'd choose the 4.
No other regular cab comes close in terms of storage and comfort. Reading all I can find about
the new Ram 5. As of yet I'm not fully educated about engines and become very frustrated with
a "sales persons lines As I am saving for a decent down payment could I have a non-sales
persons opinion about A is the Dodge Ram Quad 4. I will be purchasing a four wheeled trailer to
pull for my business and need to know will it have decent power as well. This will be a vehicle I
will keep until it probably dies and cannot afford constant "shop visits. I tow a landscape trailer
every day for work. I would say that you have adequate power for a trailer up to say, 4 or 5
thousand lbs, with either Dodge Engine. It also depends on how much you're annoyed by not
having instant go power. Chevrolets resell higher than Dodges here in Georgia, but they also
tend to cost more new. None of the US made trucks has a stellar reliablity record, so it's hard to
say which is best there. For style and personality, the Ram has an edge, but its a first year
model. I drive a Tundra, and it tows great much better than you'd think , but it may be too small
for some. I like its smaller size for manuverability since I never carry passengers anyway, but
it's really too small in back for anyone but kids. The Dodge has made great improvements on
thier model The brakes are now the largest in the industry. Best bet is to test drive each and
write down what you liked and disliked on each. Any of them will do the job and will likely get
down to personal preference, financial deal and dealer service. Would it fair well compared
against the Tacoma's reliability? Bruce, I care for your Tundra, but as you say it's was too small
for me when I was looking. Plus the price turned me off. Happy with the EXT cab 4x4 Rado. And
it outmuscles the Tundra. That's about it. The Ram's were a top decision of mine along with the
Ford's. I don't like the Ram because I thought the engine felt weak. As to the guy saying I am
wrong and all the mags are right, I invite you to look at some dyno tests of different cars and
trucks. Youmight be suprised on what you learn. I never said the 5. I hoe the new engine has
more power. Maybe it's that it's smoother at high rpm's than the pushrod 5. But that Toyota
engine is a fine one. I was pleasantly surprised by it. February Does anyone know when the new
Dodge 5. It will be available on a limited basis in the starting next January. Is your vehicle on
our current list? Job Openings. Click image to open larger overlay image. All BDS Suspension
lift kits come with the security of knowing you purchased the finest lift kit in the aftermarket
suspension industry. We back our commitment to engineering reliable, quality 4x4 off-road Jeep
and truck suspension products with our unique "No BS Hardcore Lifetime Warranty". If you are
the original purchaser of any BDS lift kit and it breaks, we will give you a new part. Shotpeening
increases tensile strength and reduces fatigue while lessening the material thickness required.
The thinner material allows for increased wheel travel and provides a softer ride. Bolt-style leaf
alignment clamps prevent leaves from fanning out and allow the leaves to twist and flex,
yielding higher articulation. Each spring is preset using hydraulic stress to reduce fatigue in the
steel and prevent sagging. Some applications include leaf springs with steel encased rubber
bushings. Other applications include blue urethane bushings. Anti-friction pads are placed
between the leaves to reduce friction within the spring and noise from metal-to-metal contact.
Tapered and roll-pointed leaves add flexibility and provides an even deflection rate. Tapering
allows a smoother transition between leaves as compression takes place, resulting in a softer
ride with increased wheel travel. Springs are either cold wound with chrome silicon or hot
wound with to guarantee long life. BDS coil springs are designed to withstand full coil bind. In
other words, you can smash our coils to totally flat and they will return to their original height. A

polyester based powder coat is applied to ensure flexibility and durability. Each spring is preset
with a hydraulic stress to reduce fatigue in the steel and prevent sagging. Shotpeening
increases tensile strength and allows for maximum wheel travel without sacrificing the life of
the spring. We make every effort to buy American and we hope you do as well. Buying American
ensures that you are getting quality products made from quality materials. Just as important is
the fact that buying American keeps your hard-earned money in the American economy. This is
one of the biggest ways we as consumers can help revitalize the American economy and
strengthen the US dollar. It doesn't matter whether you are buying clothing, groceries or parts
for your truckâ€¦buy American and buy with confidence that your money will stay in America.
Garfield Ave. Member Login Email Address:. Remember me:. Forgot your password? Your
password has been sent to you Sign up for a BDS account to take advantage of 1-step
checkout, save projects in your garage, order tracking, order history and other benefits. Not a
member? Sign Up! First Name:. Last Name:. Area Code:. Primary Phone:. Street Address:. Apt,
Suite, Building, Lot: optional. Postal Code:. Email Address:. Password: Use only letters and
numbers in password. Send me occasional emails for promos and events. Log In Register Close
Panel. Kit Photo Click image to open larger overlay image. Kit Photo. STEP 1: Choose lift height.
Glide-Ride Leaf Spring Suspension Systems Shotpeening increases tensile strength and
reduces fatigue while lessening the material thickness required. Pro-Ride Coil Spring
Suspension Systems Springs are either cold wound with chrome silicon or hot wound with to
guarantee long life. What's Stellantis? Despite sounding like a name plastered across a
television ad with fast-moving special effects flashing across the background, it's a brand-new
automaker born out of Fiat Chrysler Automobiles and PSA Group's combined forces. So, we're
talking about an American-French-Italian automaker. Globalization is an odd thing. On Saturday,
Jan. So what does the new company mean for American car buyers? Who's in charge? Let's
talk about all of that below. Instead, Manley now heads Stellantis' North American operations.
That's one familiar face sticking around. Tavares and Manley have a big job ahead of them. For
starters, Manley will provide Tavares valuable insight on the highly profitable Jeep and Ram
brands in North America as Stellantis inevitably pushes those makes to greater heights and into
additional countries. For Tavares, his task will be to create a lean automaking operation
currently comprising 14 different auto brands. The newly formed carmaker promised its North
American and European production workforces the merger wouldn't amount to plant closures.
The same hasn't been said of the brands that now live within Stellantis, and there are a ton. An
immense amount of chatter surrounds where each brand will go under a totally different set of
leaders. It's also not too difficult to see the overlap. Citroen, Fiat and Chrysler all play in a
similar space -- Peugeot, too, to some degree. Opel and Vauxhall also sit in a somewhat
mainstream lane, though not all brands will be sold in the same countries. Vauxhall is sold
exclusively in the UK, for example. Then there's Dodge and Chrysler, two American brands with
long histories that have largely gone on untouched for years. Chrysler sells two minivans and a
single sedan, while Dodge handles performance and muscle cars. Time will tell if each brand shi
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nes, or one faces the growing automotive brand graveyard in the months and years to come.
Both automakers agreed they are stronger together as the automotive industry shifts at a rapid
pace toward electrification, and to a lesser degree, automation. Ditto for electrification, as the
automaker promised "one electrified model for every newly launched global model. Right now,
the answer is yes. The brand it planned to stake its comeback on is Peugeot. What the merger
means for Peugeot's return is unclear, however. Conceivably, it could make Peugeot an even
easier brand to toss into the dealership footprint FCA already holds in the country. It could also,
however, create new headaches concerning brand overlap. Long live Stellantis. Sean
Szymkowski. A new sign for a new time. Stellantis What's Stellantis? Climb in the driver's seat
Subscribe to Roadshow's newsletter for the latest car news and reviews, delivered to your
inbox twice weekly. Peugeot's new is just too darn cute See all photos.

